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by Kevin Day-Thorburn

You never know when you will find something that
strikes your interest. Take this one for instance; it was in
an auction at last month’s stamp meeting. This came up
and I was the only one bidding. Lucky me.

I don’t always ask this question, but
it often comes up: how did you get
started with coin collecting? Recently, the results I heard had a common denominator – each collector
obtained their interest in numismatics via a childhood newspaper route.
Club member and proprietor of
Fundy Coins and Collectables,
Steve Small told me he got interested in coins because of his local
newspaper route. Additionally,
member Don Gillis found plenty
of material to collect through his
clients, entertaining me with a few
select stories at our last Christmas
dinner.
In a Truro Daily News article on the start of the
Central Nova Coin Club in Nova Scotia, founder
John MacRitchie told how, “he would pick through
the coins his customers paid with and separate
the nickel coins from silver.” We all long for the
return of those days, but do keep in mind the Royal
Canadian Mint’s Alloy Recovery Program is in full
swing, scooping up the nickel coins from current
circulation.
Being a curious being, I did a quick Google search
and, sure enough, this phenomenon goes beyond
the Maritimes. Billionaire Warren Buffet put together a coin collection while having a paper route,
as did a whole slew of Canadian and American high
profile collectors.
con’t on next page



Extra, Extra: Paper Routes lead to Coin
Collecting!
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Our newsletter continues. Submissions encouraged.
Contact the editor. Visit us at www.sjcoinclub.com

1975 Paul Revere Medal
It turned out to be a first day cover with 4 American
stamps of the Bicentennial of 1975. What was interesting was that it came with a large coin or medal attached to it. It was a medal. It turned out to be a first
day cover with a medal that was issued in 1975, 40
years ago.
A very unusual find, I think. Now, about the medal:
This information is from the cards that came with the
first day cover.
Obverse:
Paul Revere was a master silversmith of colonial Boston. While lacking, by birth and education, the social
stature of John Hancock and the brilliance of the
Adamses, Revere earned prominence in the Sons of
Liberty with his characteristic steadiness and reliabil-
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ity, his vigorous participation in local fraternal and
civic affairs, and his reputation as an outstanding
craftsman among the large class of Boston artisans.

which killed seven provincials.
The reverse of the 1775 Bicentennial Medal depicts
the Minutemen Statue which stands today on Lexington Commons. It is a tribute to the small band
of volunteers who faced “the shot heard around
the world.”
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His greatest fame stems from his
duties as a courier for the Committees of Correspondence. In
the course of colonial opposition to British Imperial policies,
Revere rode express many times
to New York and Philadelphia
to exchange letters of news and
resolutions about the rising conflict.
In the tense months of 1774 and
1775, when the Port of Boston
was closed by Royal decree and
the town was occupied by British
troops, Revere continually spread warnings of their
movements to Minutemen in surrounding communities.

Above: First Day Cover
Below: Inside packaging
Extra, Extra con’t from frong page

Paul Revere’s midnight ride is now famous and that
is what most people associate him with. His silverware, with his trademark, is sought after today.
Reverse:
The events of April 19, 1775, the Lexington and
Concord violently transformed the struggle for
the rights of Englishmen into war for the independence of America. Yet the first shooting on that day
was almost accidental. About 75 of the Lexington
militia had gathered on the Common with no clear
purpose, as a greatly superior British column arrived on its way to seize the colonial munitions in
Concord. Both sides were ordered not to fire first,
but as the militiamen dispersed, a shot of unknown
origin provoked a volley from the British ranks,

In the book I’m currently reading, “Pleasure & Profit: 100 Lessons for Building
and Selling a Collection of Rare Coins,” by
Robert W. Shippee , the author tells how,
at eleven years of age, he had been “filling
those blue Whitman folders with cents and
nickels and dimes - treasures found from
newspaper delivery tips and glass-bottle
returns.” Right now I’m really wishing I
had had a paper route growing up!
What got you started with coin collecting? Send me a
note or, better yet, write a little something for submission
to our newsletter – it’s interesting reading and, if you’re
unsure about the writing process, I can certainly assist.
<>

Upcoming Numismatic Events
September 25, 2015 - The Canadian Numismatic
Company, online auction
October 24 & 25, 2015 - Torex Coin Show, Toronto,
Ontario

Previously Undiscovered 1966
Kennedy Half Dollar Cud
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Numismatics, according to Merriam-Webster, is
“the study or act of collecting of coins, paper
money, and medals.” Obviously, that definition can
be expanded upon, but here’s an example of how it
can pay off to focus on the “study” part, by learning
about the different types of error coins and keeping your eyes peeled.
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There’s a seller on eBay in the Netherlands I buy
from sometimes to expand my Netherlands collection. Up for auction, he had a 1966 USA Kennedy
half dollar, which is 40% silver. What jumped out
at me was a little extra bit of metal extending from
the rim. Luckily, the bidding didn’t go high and I
picked it up for a little over five dollars shipped to
get a closer look at what I saw. Sure enough, it was
a rather tiny cud that extended from the rim into
the L in Liberty on the obverse.

Check us out on Facebook and “like” our page!

A cud, according to Wikipedia, is “a variation of
a die defect in which the coin bears a raised portion of metal. Unlike a die crack, this unintentional
“bump” in the coin is caused by a dent or gouge in
the die, therefore allowing the coin to fill into the
gap during the minting process.”
If you collect error coins at all, you’re likely familiar with the web site cuds-on-coins.com. My cud
wasn’t listed, so I sent the photos to the site administrator and editor, Robert (BJ) Neff who added
it as CU-50c-1966-01. Mr. Neff also had this to say,
“Kennedy half dollar cuds are fairly rare and even
the rim cuds command added value; yours is a full
cud so even a bit more rare,” which was welcome
information indeed.

Contact Us

Learn your errors and watch the coins you come
across, both in circulation and as collectables, you
never know when it will pay off.
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Next Meeting: September 15th, 2015
Chateau Saint John, 369 Rockland Road,
Saint John, NB 7pm

sjcoinclub.com

Minutes from the Saint John Coin Club on
June 16th, 2015

handle only this. Our club has found that it is best this
day and age to deal with collectables as a whole.

Members present were 19.

Tim gave us his presentation on scrip, with a piece dating back to 1792. The presentation was very well done.

Minutes accepted as read on a motion from
Paul, seconded by Jason.

Jim held the auction.

It was noted that all members were paid up.
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Tom read the financial report on our collectors’
show and each club (coin and stamp) made
$120. Tom read the club’s financial report and
we have a balance of $2985.38.
There was a brief discussion on the idea of
charging admission for next year’s show, with
valid arguments both for and against. This will
be discussed further in the future.
Tim Henderson explained the APNA and the
basis of their constitution, mentioning that it
may be time for them to update it. The APNA
is strictly a numismatic club and they wish to

Meeting adjourned.
Steve Small, sect.
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